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Instructional Design Document Summary 

The project will consist of 5 distinct scenarios each consisting of:

·	 An engaging scenario story

·	 Images or illustrations in a comic book fashion that accompany the story

·	 Audio excerpts consisting of spoken portions of text and environmental sounds

·	 A computer interface that allows users to:

o Move from slide-to-slide

o Make decisions that will affect the direction of the story.

o Further investigate an image or illustration by rolling over parts of the image to reveal informa-
tion.  

The Interview Assessment Guide will consist of:

·	 Instructions on how to administer the oral assessment (intended for the facilitator)

·	 Questions that relate directly to the selected scenario

·	 A list of possible answers that a recruit may give in response

·	 A point system that determines the strength of each possible response

·	 A grading rubric which will evaluate the recruit’s success in the following areas:

o Car-in-motion

o Personal Contact

o Pre-Arrest Screening

o Overall Completion

Project Definition and Scope

Purpose
The purpose of this project is to plan, design and produce a computer-based branching scenario simulation of 
a Driving While Impaired (DWI) investigation and an in-person interview assessment on the content of both 
the scenario and the DWI investigation process. This combination of a scenario simulation and an interview 
assessment will be administered to Fairfax County Police recruits to challenge their critical thinking and deci-
sion-making skills and confirm their knowledge of the steps in a DWI Investigation.  A recruit is someone who 
is initially hired by the Fairfax County Police Department and is now attending the Criminal Justice Academy 
to train to become a police officer. Previous recruits have expressed concern that the current unit of study on 
DWI Investigations provided by the Academy does not adequately prepare them for real-world multivariable 
situations. Our project will provide exposure to a variety of multivariable situations in order to test the mem-
ory, procedural knowledge, critical thinking, decision-making and public speaking skills of the recruits. The 
improved training will increase the confidence of new officers to initiate and pursue a DWI investigation, which 
will help to decrease the number of alcohol-related crashes in the county by taking impaired drivers off of the 
road. 
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Goals and Objectives
The primary goal of the project is to produce an engaging and effective program to train police academy re-
cruits on the topic of conducting a DWI investigation. The scenario simulations and accompanying interview 
assessments will be rigorous and will require higher-level thinking skills, such as application of the law and de-
cision-making. By giving recruits an opportunity to use higher-level thinking skills, the program will ensure that 
recruits have deeply embedded knowledge of the investigation process and will be able to perform an investi-
gation in the real world. The program we provide will consist of the branching scenario simulations and related 
interview assessments for each simulation. We will create multiple scenarios in order to provide a variety of 
experiences with multi-variable situations. 

Success Criteria
Success of the project will be determined by data collected:

·	 The project will be delivered on-time (one month before the Academy begins) and within budget. 

·	 The project will consist of 5 distinct scenarios, with different variables and unique challenges to the 
recruit, thus providing a comprehensive coverage of potential scenarios they could face.

·	 The Interview Assessment Guide will contain clear instructions that enable the interviewer to perform 
the assessment unassisted. On a post-assessment day survey, 90% of interviewers will report a high 
degree of confidence that they were able to consistently and accurately assess the recruits’ responses 
using the rubrics.

·	 Each computer simulation will take no more than 30 minutes to complete.

·	 Each interview assessment will take no more than 15 minutes to complete.

·	 On the end of course survey, 80% of recruits will respond “agree” or “strongly” agree that they feel 
prepared to conduct a DWI investigation (up from 19% of those surveyed in 2014). 

Project Context
Prior to the scenario and interview assessment, recruits will spend thirty hours in a lecture hall learning about 
DWI law, types of impairments (alcohol and drug including stimulants, depressants, and hallucinogens which 
can be prescription, over-the-counter, or illegal), how to recognize impairments, how to provide courtroom 
testimony, write reports, and administer the standardized field sobriety tests (SFST) and the horizontal gaze 
nystagmus (HGN) test. Following the computer-based scenario and interview assessment, recruits will be given 
a performance assessment in the form of a practical called a Wet Lab Investigation during which recruits are 
observed and assessed while conducting an investigation of an inebriated actor.  
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Figure 1: Course Sequence and Training Blocks. The center portion is the new addition to the current DWI 
training.

Project Dependencies
The success of this project depends on several factors:

·	 High quality branching scenarios that tell a realistic story and offer multiple pathways to completion, 
enabling the use of higher-level thinking skills such as evaluation and decision-making.

·	 Access to police officers with specialized experience in conducting DWI investigations (SMEs) who can 
provide real-world examples and then later can read through the scenarios to determine whether they 
are realistic and challenging

·	 Effective coordination with the Fairfax County Police department to utilize space and resources during 
the assessment day.

Scope Specifications
The scope of the project will be limited to the following:

·	 Five distinct scenario simulations, each of which will challenge the applied cognitive skills of a recruit in 
a simulated DWI investigation, such as the ability to:

o identify, interpret, and document evidence of impairment throughout the investigation process

o use documented evidence to justify whether to arrest or release the suspect

o describe evidence of impairment clearly and convincingly in writing

·	 Multiple factors that can be found in alcohol related stops, such as:

o Impaired driver with children in the car

o Driver who does not speak English

o Driver with multiple adult passengers

o Uncooperative/ deceptive driver
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o Driver in sensitive situations, such as:

§	Pregnant

§	Diplomatic Immunity/Security Clearance

§	Elderly and/or physically disabled

§	Emotionally distraught

·	 A Field Notes graphic organizer for recruits to use to collect information during the computer-based 
scenario assessment in order to facilitate recall of details during the in-person interview assessment.

·	 An in-person interview assessment of the officer’s ability to orally describe the scenario details includ-
ing evidence collected and justify the decisions made during the simulated investigation in a clear and 
convincing manner.

Out-of-Scope Specifications
Because this training will accompany a 30-hour classroom training on DWI law and a physical-based training on 
administering a Standard Field Sobriety Test, the following issues will be kept out of scope to prevent overlap 
between training sessions.

·	 Declarative knowledge needed to conduct a DWI investigation, such as:

o Definitions of terms or concepts  

o Technical or abstract explanations of state/federal laws, types of evidence, or concepts related 
to DWI investigations beyond what is presented in the particular scenarios.

·	 Psychomotor skills needed to conduct a DWI investigation, such as:

o Issues related to operating a vehicle

o Issues related to physically conducting a Standard Field Sobriety Test (SFST)

·	 DWI investigations related to other forms of impaired driving such as drug use or cell phone use.

Assumptions
·	 The Fairfax County Police Department will compensate any additional staffing required for the adminis-

tration of the computer-based scenarios and the interview assessments. 

·	 The Academy will provide the technology, space and resources needed to run the computer program 
and set up the interview rooms. 

·	 Academy instructors and program coordinators will be in communication with our team to determine 
what content to cover and how the program will be implemented with regard to staff, resources and 
technology requirements. 

Constraints
·	 The project must be completed a month in advance of the next Academy session to allow time to select 

and train the interview assessment team. 

·	 Computers given to recruits will need to meet our technical requirements and include Flash 11.3 or 
beyond. 
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·	 The cost of training per recruit over a six-month period is $29,000 (Fairfax County, 2013). This budget is 
set, however, other agencies (Herndon Police Department and Vienna Police Department) pay to train 
their recruits through the Fairfax County Criminal Justice Academy. The cost of the computer-based 
simulation could be recouped in a higher external agency training fee, justified through the benefit 
their recruits would gain from this simulation.

Risks
·	 The Fairfax County Police Department currently does not use any form of computer based training in 

the manner that we propose. Because of this, there is a risk that Academy facilitators and administra-
tors may encounter unanticipated logistical or technology issues. 

·	 In order to administer the in-person interview to all recruits on the same day, we will employ multiple 
officers as interviewers. Inter-rater reliability is always a concern with evaluations. However, assess-
ment of whether interviewers were consistent in their use of the rubrics and checklists can only be 
conducted after the interviews are completed. 

·	 The quality of the branching scenarios will be tied to the quality of information from our Subject Matter 
Experts. 

·	 Should a network outage occur, recruits may not be able to log on to the computer or access the sce-
nario files. Likewise, there is a risk that software updates or changes in the computer configurations 
may prevent the files from running properly. 

Stakeholders
Stakeholders include:

·	 Project Sponsor- Lt. Richard Henson with the Fairfax County Police Department DWI Task Force

·	 Project Sponsor- Officer Michael Sharp from the Criminal Justice Academy

·	 Criminal Justice Academy Recruits 

·	 Academy instructors/supervisors 

·	 Patrol officers 

·	 Legal representation for DWI investigations (includes defense, prosecution, judicial elements)

·	 The general public

Recommended Approach
The project manager will lead the project through a phased-in approach.  The project will be split into individ-
ual phases, with each phase having its own tasks and deliverables.  The project manager will be responsible to 
oversee the project and its final completion.  The project manager will assign members to groups with group 
leaders to work on specific tasks, phases, and goals.  Group leaders will report to the project manager and 
attend a weekly progress meeting where they will provide weekly situation reports, update the milestones 
and task list, and provide information as needed to support the project manager.  These meetings will ensure 
the project is completed on time, issues will be caught early and fixed, the team stays within budget, group 
milestones are hit or the reasons why they are behind are identified, and stakeholders are kept abreast of the 
project’s progress. 
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Appendix A: 
Risk Management Strategy 



Mission: Plan, design and produce a computer-based branching scenario simulation of a DWI investigation and an 
interview assessment on the content of both the scenario and the DWI investigation process to administer to 
Criminal Justice Academy recruits. 

Date Worksheet Prepared: 1 June 2014 
	  
POC: 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 

Identify hazards Assess 
Hazards 

Make Risk Decision Implement Controls Supervise 

Risk 
Priority 

Risk Description Prob- 
ability 

Impact Impact Description Primary 
Response 
Strategy 

Response Strategy Description How to Supervise 

1 Inadequate 
access to real 
world DWI 
investigators or 
current police 
officers. 

High High Without highly qualified experts or 
SME to provide data and check 
information we will not know if we 
are processing the correct data. 

Mitigate Bring two active duty police officers to 
be part of the team. By hiring two to 
work with our team to provide the 
subject matter expertise and data 
checking, we will ensure their 
availability for the project. 

Project manager responsible for budgeting 
officers into the team. 
Officers responsible for providing training 
required for event. 

2 Lack of 
consistency 
among 
interviewers 

High Medium There is a risk that the interview 
assessment will not be used 
consistently across interviewers, 
which could impact the assessment 
results of recruits. This is called 
inter-rater reliability. 

Mitigate Create standardized questionnaires 
for all interviewers to use when 
conducting interviews. 

Project manager will assign a supervisor to     
create, test, and implement interview sheets. 

3 Technology and 
personnel 

Medium Medium Technology failure; computer, 
server, network errors or router 
crash that could impact the 
completion time of the scenario 
assessment. 

Transfer We will have trained data technicians 
on the team, but the equipment will be 
housed at and belong to the Fairfax 
County Police Department requiring 
their personnel to troubleshoot and 
repair all network issues. 

Project manager will work with higher to ensure 
the equipment and repair work will be 
conducted by Fairfax county police department 
personnel. 

4 Budget Low High With the project basically lined up 
and budgeting complete, there is a 
possibility that we could run into 
problems along the way that may 
require additional capital. 

Monitor and 
prepare 

Be prepared to move project funds 
around if needed to maintain project 
timeline. 

Project manager will transfer funding internal 
to project to adjust to unexpected 
expenditures. 

5 Lack of access 
to real 
investigation 
documents 

Medium Low Without access to information, the 
programmers may have limited data 
to create realistic test scenarios for 
inexperienced officers. 

Mitigate Even if there is no access to real life 
investigation documents if we have the 
SME (officers) on the staff the 
programmers can work with the SMEs 
to create a realistic testing 
environment. 

Project manager responsible for budgeting 
officers into the team. 
Officers responsible for providing training 
required for event. 

6 Personnel 
transfer 

Low Low Any personnel on the team could be 
moved to work on other projects, 
fired, quit, or move away due to 
unexpected circumstances. 

Monitor and 
prepare 

Every person on the team is a 
valuable asset and needs to ensure 
they are cross training others and 
keeping their section supervisors 
abreast on their progress and work. 

Project manager and supervisors will ensure 
they are briefed on work of their personnel 
weekly. 

	  

Risk Management Strategy
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Appendix B: 
Resource Requirements 
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Resource Requirements
The resource requirements for this project include personnel, facilities and tools. The Fairfax County Police 
Department will provide additional staff for any day-of supervision, safety, technology support or monitoring 
needs.

Personnel
Position Experience/ Skills Team

Member
Projected 
Start Date / 
Roll-Off Date

Estimated 
Hours Need-
ed

Cost

Project Manager/ 
Instructional 

Designer and 
Technical Writer

Project management, 
instructional design, 
communication and re-
search skills, assessment 
writing, multiple-select 
scenario writing, story-
board creation, creative 
writing skills

Dhiraj

Sehgal

7/7/2014 -  
9/30/2014

440 at

$37.5/hour

$16,500

Lead Devel-
oper/ Media 
Specialist

Storyboard creation, 
Flash expertise, Creative 
Cloud application skills, 
programing and network 
skills

Kelly

Indreiri

7/14/2014 - 
9/16/2014

400 at

$32/hour

$12,800

Developer/

Photographer

Experience with element 
creation tools such as 
Adobe Photo- shop, 
Illustrator, and Audition. 
Access to a DSLR camera

Melissa

Wong

8/11/2014 - 
8/22/2014

80 at

$32/hour

$2,650

Fairfax County Personnel on Our Contract
Role Description Projected 

Date- Range 
Needed

Hours 
needed

Esti-
mated
Cost

2 Scenario 
Research 
Collaborators

Current police officers who can provide 
insight into potential DWI situations 
and share their stories of the most 
common variables that they have faced 
in DWI investigations as well as provide 
tips for new officers. Should be highly 
regarded with well-documented results 
in DWI arrests and convictions.

7/21/2014 -

9/5/2014

28 hours
per officer

$25/hour

$1,400
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8 actors, 2 per 
scenario

Four current police officers and four 
civilians with interest in posing for pho-
tographs and recording dialogue. Acting 
experience preferred, diverse demo- 
graphics required

8/11/2014 -

8/15/2014

4 hours
per officer
$20/hour

$640

8 Interviewers Current or retired police officers to 
administer the interview assessment.

9/8/2014 -

9/10/2014

12 hours
per officer
$25/hour

$2,400

Facilities
Name of Facility Reason for Use Estimated Time 

Needed
Fairfax County Police 
Department Crim-
inal Justice Acad-
emy Training Site 
Computer Lab and 
Interview Rooms

Recruits will be able to work in a quiet environment ded-
icated to the scenario on the computer and will be able 
to be monitored during the scenario and provided with 
support if necessary. Recruits will need to be near the 
Wet Lab site and the Inter- view Assessment site, which 
is in the same building, as they will be tested on all three 
components on the same day. The Interview Rooms will 
be private rooms, which will prevent recruits from hearing 
the answers of their peers.

September 8 - 12, 
October 27

Fairfax County Po-
lice Department 
Grounds and 
Offices

Our designers and writer will need to meet with current 
police officers to interview them for information and 
expertise. This can be conducted in a meeting space in the 
Department.

Our photographer will need to take photographs on-site in 
order to portray real paraphernalia related to law enforce-
ment.

July 24- August 22

Instructional De-
sign Offices

Our project team will conduct their work in the office 
space of the Instructional Design Company. Fees for facil-
ities use will be factored into the total under administra-
tive fees.

July 7- September 
18

Tools
             Name of Tool      Reason for Use Estimated

Cost
Adobe Flash Player 11.3 
or beyond

To run swf files. All computers used to complete the simula-
tion must have an updated Flash 

application installed.

FREE

Adobe Photoshop CC Process photographs used for the Flash scenario. $200.00
Adobe Illustrator CC Create graphic illustrations and GUI elements. (included)
Adobe Audition CC Record and process audio files. (included)
Adobe Flash CC Design branching scenario simulations. (included)
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Appendix C: 
Work Breakdown Schedule
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Work Breakdown Schedule
1.	 Business Case Analysis

1.1.	 Meeting: Initial meeting with the Project Sponsors: the Fairfax County Police Depart-
ment DWI Task Force and the Criminal Justice Academy

1.2.	 Development: Develop draft of Project Charter
1.3.	 Deliverable: Submit Project Charter
1.4.	 Meeting: Project Charter reviewed by Project Sponsors
1.5.	 Milestone: Project Charter Signed Off by the FCPD DWI Task Force and the Criminal 

Justice Academy (Project Sponsors) 

2.	 Planning
2.1.	 Development: Define Project Plan sections and finalize scope
2.2.	 Schedule: Determine Project Team
2.3.	 Meeting: Project Team Kickoff Meeting
2.4.	 Meeting: Criminal Justice IT Department to discuss technology restrictions
2.5.	 Development: Develop Project Plan
2.6.	 Deliverable: Submit Project Plan
2.7.	 Milestone: Project Plan Approved by Project Sponsors

3.	 Execution 
3.1.	 Analysis 

3.1.1.	 Meeting: SMEs and DWI Task Force Representative: Discuss Content 
3.1.2.	 Meeting: Criminal Justice Academy Representative: Discuss Learner Analysis
3.1.3.	 Meeting: SMEs: Discuss Task Analysis
3.1.4.	 Development: Create written analysis of desired content, learners, and tasks

3.2.	 Design Storyboards
3.2.1.	 Meeting: SMEs: Possible Scenarios
3.2.2.	 Development: Create Draft 1 Scenario Storyboards
3.2.3.	 Deliverable: Present Draft Scenarios Storyboards to Project Sponsors for review
3.2.4.	 Development: Revise Scenarios Storyboards
3.2.5.	 Deliverable: Present Draft 2 Scenario Storyboards to Project Sponsors for 

signoff
3.2.6.	 Milestone: Scenario Storyboards Approved

3.3.	 Development
3.3.1.	 Photography

3.3.1.1.	 Schedule: Photoshoots
3.3.1.2.	 Development: Create Necessary Graphic Illustrations
3.3.1.3.	 Meeting: Conduct Photo Shoots
3.3.1.4.	 Development: Process Photos
3.3.1.5.	 Deliverable: Submit Images to Media Specialist

3.3.2.	 Audio Files
3.3.2.1.	 Schedule: Schedule voice actors
3.3.2.2.	 Meeting: Record voice parts
3.3.2.3.	 Development: Process Audio
3.3.2.4.	 Deliverable: Submit audio components to Media Specialist

3.3.3.	 Flash Scenarios
3.3.3.1.	 Development: Create Graphic User Interface (GUI)
3.3.3.2.	 Deliverable: Submit GUI to Project Sponsors for sign off
3.3.3.3.	 Development: Create Flash Scenarios files
3.3.3.4.	 Deliverable: Submit Flash Scenarios to Team Review

3.3.4.	 Interview Assessments 
3.3.4.1.	 Development: Write Interview Assessments

Program
 M

anager

D
eveloper 

Actors

Lead D
eveloper

Research Collaborators
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1.1.1.1.	 Deliverable: Submit Interview Assessments for Media Review
1.1.1.2.	 Meeting: SMEs: Review and Edit
1.1.1.3.	 Deliverable: Prepare Alpha Version

1.1.1.	 Team Review
1.1.1.1.	 Meeting: Team Meeting: Review Flash Scenarios and Interview Assess-

ments
1.1.1.2.	 Development: Edit and Revise
1.1.1.3.	 Deliverable: Present Pilot Program for SME Review

1.1.	 Implementation and Evaluation
1.1.1.	 Meeting: Present Alpha Project to Focus Group
1.1.2.	 Meeting: Conduct Focus Group Evaluation of Course
1.1.3.	 Development: Make necessary revisions 
1.1.4.	 Meeting: Project Sponsors: Present Beta Project to Project Sponsors

1.	 Control
1.1.	 Meeting: Team Meeting: Review Project Plan & Updates
1.2.	 Development: Create end-of-course surveys for data collection
1.3.	 Development: Revisions to Beta Project as necessary based on Project Sponsors’ feed-

back

2.	 Closeout
2.1.	 Meeting: Gain Formal Acceptance from Project Sponsors
2.2.	 Deliverable: Deliver product to the Criminal Justice Academy
2.3.	 Development: Complete Administrative closeout with the Fairfax County Police Depart-

ment

 
Project Sponsors: Lt. Richard Henson with the Fairfax County Police Department DWI 
Task Force and Officer Michael Sharp from the Criminal Justice Academy

Interview
ers
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Appendix D: 
Project Schedule 



Project Schedule
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Appendix E: 
Network Diagram 
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Network Diagram


